News release – 12 September 2016

Attention All Shipping! Oxfordshire artist
wins prize for shipping forecast painting
British Cartographic Society awards Oxfordshire artist Jane Tomlinson top prize
for her original painting of the much-loved weather report.
The British Cartographic Society, which champions the art and science of
mapmaking throughout the world, awarded the John C Bartholomew Award for
Thematic Mapping to painter Jane Tomlinson at their annual conference in
Cheltenham last week. And Jane is completely untrained in map-making!
The winning painting is a map of the shipping forecast, the daily weather bulletin
issued by the Met Office and broadcast on the BBC.

Romance and magic, a clever blend of cartography and art
The judges present the award for originality and excellence. They said:
“Excellent communication of a clear, and much-loved theme through a clever
blend of cartography and art. A new, interesting and engaging portrayal, with a
clear eye on its romance. Images, text and thoughtful use of terms from the
shipping forecast combine to make a highly attractive, and fun product.”
Jane Tomlinson says: “I am honoured and delighted that my work has been
recognised by eminent professional cartographers. I’m not a ‘proper’ map maker
at all, I just love maps and I love painting. This is the magic that happens when
those two passions meet. Of all the paintings I’ve ever made, this one was the most fun. It practically fell off my brushes!
“I’ve always loved the stark factual poetry of the broadcast, and since I painted this map I’ve discovered that the shipping
forecast seems to be embedded in the DNA of every Brit. It’s a part of who we are – weather-obsessed, word-loving islanders. I
wanted to capture the spirit of the shipping forecast and record all those magical words in their rough geographical position.”

Fish and ships
In the painting, Jane, who paints for own pleasure, takes us on a journey around the waters of our island and shows us all kinds
of ships and wildlife, birds and fish. In the bottom right corner Jane has illustrated the Beaufort Scale, the measure of wind
strength used in the forecast.
The award is made annually by John C Bartholomew maps, part of Harper Collins publishing. Jane won a trophy, a certificate and
£500 presented by Jim Irvine, Head of Digital Resources at Harper Collins.
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Notes for editors
About the shipping forecast: The shipping forecast has been broadcast daily to British audiences since 1861, initially by
telegraph and then by BBC radio. Issued by the UK’s Met Office, it is a short marine weather forecast, but to British ears is so
much more than that. Its staccato delivery combined with the magical names of the sea areas and the concise lyrical
descriptions of the weather conditions have a poetic appeal that reminds listeners of who they are: islanders with a proud
seafaring legacy.
About the British Cartographic Society: http://www.cartography.org.uk/
About the painting: http://janetomlinson.com/artworks/attention-all-shipping/#about High resolution images of the painting,
suitable for print and web, are available on request.
About the artist: Jane Tomlinson paints magical things from the world around us: animals, birds, landscapes, pebbles and
sometimes even whole continents. Jane uses careful drawing and strong colours to express the truth and beauty of nature. She
lives in Eynsham, Oxfordshire.
Jane is available for interview.
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